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The Sandman: preludes &The Sandman: preludes &
nocturnesnocturnes
by Neil Gaiman
An occultist attempting to summon and
imprison Death instead traps her
younger brother Morpheus, the
Sandman, who must regain his lost
objects of power during an arduous
journey.

PretPretending is lending is lyingying
by Dominique Goblet
A memoir unlike any other. At once an
intimate account of love and familial
dysfunction and an audacious
experiment in graphic storytelling.

TTenements, tenements, towers & trash:owers & trash:
an uncan uncoovventional illustraentional illustratteded
histhistory oory of New Yf New York Cityork City
by Julia Wertz
A historical, graphic tour of New York
highlights lesser-known stories from
the city's past and features then-and-
now illustrations of locations to show

how things have changed over time.

Darth VDarth Vader and sonader and son
by Jeffrey Brown
In this comic reimagining, Darth Vader
is a dad like any other-- except with all
the baggage of being the Dark Lord of
the Sith.

TTo kill a mockingbirdo kill a mockingbird
by Fred Fordham
A graphic-novel adaptation of Harper
Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning classic
combines themes of race, injustice and
transformation in the Deep South of
the 1930s.

CanCan't we talk about't we talk about
something more pleasant?: asomething more pleasant?: a
memoirmemoir
by Roz Chast
Cartoons, family photos and
documents that reflect the artist's
struggles with caregiving in the final

years of her aging parents' lives.

The boThe boyy, the mole, the f, the mole, the foox andx and
the horsethe horse
by Charlie Mackesy
A modern, illustrated fable for readers
of all ages that explores life's universal
lessons.

The Outside CircleThe Outside Circle
by Patti Laboucane-Benson
Two Aboriginal brothers surrounded by
poverty, drug abuse, and gang violence
try to overcome centuries of historic
trauma in very different ways.

Black Panther: The CompletBlack Panther: The Completee
Collection, VCollection, Vol 1ol 1
by Christopher J. Priest
While investigating a murder in New
York, T'Challa becomes an enemy of
the state when a new regime launches
a coup and seizes power in Wakanda,
just as a major revelation threatens
Black Panther's relationship with the

Avengers.
(volumes 2-4 also available)
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FFaatherland: a familtherland: a family histy historyory
by Nina Bunjevac
The searing history of the Balkans in
the twentieth century through the
experiences of the author and her
family.

Amazons, abolitionists, andAmazons, abolitionists, and
activists: a graphic histactivists: a graphic history oory off
womenwomen''s fighs fight ft for their righor their rightsts
by Mikki Kendall
A history of the fight for women's
rights, including such issues as getting
the right to vote, work, and get an
education. It highlights key figures and

events and recounts stories of notable women in
history.

The walking deadThe walking dead
by Robert Kirkman
Rick Grimes is not prepared for this. A
couple months ago he was a small
town cop who had never fired a shot
and only ever saw one dead body.
Separated from his family he must now
sort through the death and confusion
to try and find his wife and son.

KKaatusha: girl soldier otusha: girl soldier of thef the
GreaGreat Pat Patriotriotic Wtic Warar
by Wayne Vansant
The story of young Ukrainian woman,
starting at sixteen years old, and her
experience in the deadliest conflict in
human history: the 1941-1945 struggle
between Nazi Germany and Soviet

Russia. From Barbarossa to Babi Yar, from Stalingrad to
Kursk, from the Dnipro to Berlin, follow the foot prints
and tanks tracks of this little girl's journey through a
time of death, hopelessness, victory, glory...and even
love.

I was their American dream: aI was their American dream: a
graphic memoirgraphic memoir
by Malaka Gharib
The memoir of a Filipino-Egyptian-
American with a large, unique, loving
family striving for the American Dream.

WWaattchmenchmen
by Alan Moore
Chronicles the fall from grace of a
group of super heroes plagued by all-
too-human failings. Along the way, the
concept of the super-hero is dissected
as the heroes are stalked by an
unknown assassin.

The lifThe life-changing manga oe-changing manga off
tidying up: a magical sttidying up: a magical storyory
by Marie Kondo
A lighthearted, illustrated introduction
to the KonMari Method relates the
story of a woman struggling with a
cluttered apartment, messy love life,
and lack of direction who Kondo helps

to get her home and life in order

MMy friend Dahmery friend Dahmer
by Derf Backderf
An account of growing up in the same
schools as Jeffrey Dahmer, who went
on to become one of the most
notorious serial killers and cannibals in
United States history. A surprisingly
sympathetic portrait.

EEdgar Adgar Allan Pllan Poeoe
by Edgar Allan Poe
A collection of adapted tales and
poems from Edgar Allan Poe in an
illustrated format by prominent artists
working in the fields of comics, book
illustration, and fine arts.
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